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Abstract. Robust optimization is an approach for optimization under uncertainty that has recently
attracted attention both from theory and practitioners. While there is an elaborate and powerful
machinery for continuous robust optimization problems, results on robust combinatorial optimization
and robust linear integer programs are still rare and hardly general. In a seminal paper Bertsimas
and Sim [7] show that for an arbitrary, linear 0-1-problem, over which one can optimize, one can
also optimize the cost-robust counterpart. They explicitly note that this method is con�ned to binary
problems. We present a result of this type for general integer programs. Further, we extend the result
to integer programs with uncertainty in one constraint.
We show that one can optimize a not necessarily binary, cost robust problem, for which one can optimize
a slightly modi�ed version of the deterministic problem. Further, in case there is a �{approximation
for the modi�ed deterministic problem, we give a method for the cost robust counterpart to attain a
(� + "){approximation (for minimization problems; for maximization we get a 2�{approximation), or
again a �{approximation in a slightly more restricted case.
We further show that general integer linear programs where a single or few constraints are subject
to uncertainty can be solved, in case the problem can be solved for constraints on piecewise linear
functions. In case the programs are again binary, it su�ces to solve the underlying non-robust program
n+ 1 times.
To demonstrate the progress achieved by our general techniques for non-binary integer programs,
we apply them to two classes of integer programs, namely, totally unimodular integer programs and
integer programs with two variables per inequality. We also exemplify the power of our approach for
combinatorial optimization problems. Here the method yields polynomial time approximations and
pseudopolynomial, exact algorithms for Unbounded Knapsack Problems. We derive an algorithm for
problems with both cost and constraint robustness.
As the general results of this paper could be applied so broadly and quickly already here, we believe
they will also be a fruitful method for future research in robust optimization over integers.
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1 Introduction

A solution to an optimization problem often has to be good not just for one instance but for a set of
scenarios. This can either be due to uncertainty as to which of the scenarios will eventually occur, or because
the solution shall be used several times in di�erent scenarios.

One solution concept for optimization over scenarios is Robust Optimization. In the robust paradigm
feasibility and cost of a solution is measured by those scenarios in which the solution performs worst. This
worst case approach contrasts to stochastic programming, where the cost of a solution is typically a weighted
average over all scenarios, good ones and bad ones.

As an illustration, suppose we choose a route for regularly driving to work. It makes sense to use some
type of average as a measure for fuel consumption in this case. But as far as safety is concerned, one will
consider each route according to the risk in its worst case scenario.

Robust optimization has thriven in the past decade, partly because its applicability became apparent,
partly because the resulting mathematical models allow for strong solution methods. For continuous problems
a cohesive body of quite general methods has been developed. For combinatorial problems and integer linear
programs the picture is a lot more scattered. Typically, the results cover a speci�c combinatorial problem.
This is of course a consequence of the richness of combinatorial optimization and integer linear programming.
General results for all of these problems as in the continuous case are unlikely. Therefore the following result
by Bertsimas and Sim is even more remarkable:

In [7], they show that

{ for uncertain cost coe�cients, where at most � of them can deviate from the nominal setting at the
same time, solvability or approximability of any problem with binary decision variables extends to the
robust case, as it su�ces to solve a linear number of instances of the deterministic problem.

Unfortunately, this result is intrinsically limited to binary variables. We give a corresponding result for
integer, not-necessarily binary cost robust programs. Further, we can extend our method to general robust
integer programs with uncertainty in one (or few) constraint(s). Restricting this result again to binary
problems gives the exact sibling of the cost robust result in [7] for robustness in constraints.

Our Contribution: The main results of this paper are the following:

{ The cost robust counterpart (in the same sense as in [7]) of an integer problem can be solved or approx-
imated if the original problem can be solved for piecewise linear convex cost functions with at most two
bends.

{ To solve integer problems with uncertainty in a constant number of linear constraints, one has to solve
a modi�ed problem where the left hand sides of the constraints are replaced by piecewise linear convex
functions.

{ For binary problems with uncertainty in a constant number of linear constraints, it su�ces to solve a
polynomial number of instances of the original problem with slightly modi�ed coe�cients in the con-
straints.

These general results allow us to develop methods for cost robust counterparts of entire classes of integer
linear programs, notably, totally unimodular programs (TUM) and integer programs with two variables per
constraint (IP2). Both classes have been studied intensely in the deterministic case, but we are not aware of
any general results on their robust counterparts. Our general result on cost robust TUM problems broadly
extends results on Robust Min Cost Flows in [7]. Further, we apply our general results to a combinatorial
problem, namely, Unbounded Knapsack. In this case we derive an algorithm that handles cost robustness
and robustness in the constraints at the same time.

Our result on integer programs with uncertainty in the constraints is limited to a constant number of
disturbed constraints. A path breaking work [8] on robust linear programs (and other continuous optimization
classes) gives a method to solve robust LPs where potentially every constraints is subject to disturbances.
This paper [8] has established the role of � scenario sets in robust optimization, i.e., the set of all scenarios
where each input parameter can vary in its own interval, but the absolute, normalized sum of all variations is
limited by a constant � . The major part of [8] is devoted to show that these sets imply a good probability for
a robust solutions to be feasible outside the assumed scenarios set. This result holds only for small, constant



numbers of constraints being subject to uncertainty. Also, primary examples in [8] feature uncertainty in one
constraint only. Hence, the loss in solvability for the integer case seems not very important, as already the
scenario sets are not well justi�ed for the general case.

Often optimization problems with a natural, non-binary, integer linear programming description can be
reformulated as binary integer linear programs. Even granted the incurred blow-up of the instance, this does
usually not yield a workaround to apply results for robust binary IPs to the naturally non-binary problem.
The hindrance is usually that the scenarios sets of the robust counterparts make no sense once the problem
is transformed into an unnatural binary program.

Related Work: To the best of our knowledge we give the �rst results on cost robust counterparts of general
integer programs.

Modern continuous robust optimization started with [21] for convex uncertainty sets and [4,5,6] for
ellipsoidal uncertainty sets. Still a good overview for the state of the art is [1]. The � -scenario setting
from [7,8] has found frequent application. It has also been applied to certain covering problems in a two-
stage robust setting [10,15].

Robust Knapsack has so far only been considered in the binary setting. Yu [23] considered the Knapsack
Problem with general scenarios for uncertain costs and showed that unless the number of scenarios is constant,
the problem is strongly NP-hard. Aissi et al. [2] remarked that Yu's proof already shows that there is no
approximation algorithm for this problem at all. For � -scenarios, however, the result from [7] applies and gives
an FPTAS. Klopfenstein and Nace [16,17] considered polyhedral aspects of the robust Knapsack Problem,
and in the context of the chance-constraint version also a weight robust Knapsack Problem. For deterministic
Unbounded Knapsack Hochbaum [11] considered a non-linear extension of the problem with concave and
convex functions for the cost and weight of the items, respectively. This problem is similar to some of the
modi�ed Knapsack problems we use.

Integer linear programs with two variables per inequalities and positive objective function coe�cients are a
generalization of the minimum weight vertex cover and the minimum weight 2-satis�ability problem (2SAT).
Hochbaum et al. [12] and Bar-Yehuda and Rawitz [3] provide a pseudopolynomial time 2-approximation algo-
rithm for this class of integer programs. In case the inequalities are restricted to be monotone, Hochbaum and
Naor [13] and Bar-Yehuda and Rawitz [3] provide a pseudopolynomial time exact algorithm. All algorithms
explicitly assume that the variables are bounded.

Our results for totally unimodular integer programs generalize results on speci�c totally unimodular
problems, e.g., Min Cost Flows [7].

Structure of the paper. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present the general
results on cost robust integer problems, and apply them to problems with a total unimodular description
(Section 2.1) and Integer Programs with two variables per inequality (Section 2.2). Section 3 is devoted to
the general result on constraint robustness, which is then applied, together with the results from Section 2,
to the Unbounded Knapsack Problem (Section 3.1).

2 Uncertainty in the Objective

We start with the general result on cost robust, not necessarily binary problems. We will use [n] for the set
f1; : : : ; ng and IN for the non-negative integers (including 0) here and throughout. By T(A) we denote the
running time of an algorithm A. The formal de�nition for the considered class of problems reads as follows:

De�nition 1 (Cost Robust Optimization Problem). For the optimization problems minx2Xfc
Txg and

maxx2Xfc
Txg, given by P = (c;X) where X � ZZn and c 2 IRn, and a non-negative integer vector d 2 INn

together with � 2 [n], the minimization (maximization) (d; � ){Cost Robust Counterpart (CRC) of P is
de�ned by

min
x2X

8><
>:cTx+ max

S�[n]
jSj��

X
j2S

jdjxj j

9>=
>; and max

x2X

8><
>:cTx� max

S�[n]
jSj��

X
j2S

jdjxj j

9>=
>; ; (2.1)

respectively.



Our main goal is to show that one can solve or approximate the CRC of P , if one can solve or approximate
the following variant of P :

De�nition 2 (Modi�ed Optimization Problem). For the minimization (maximization) problem given
by P = (X; c), a vector c0 2 IRn

�0 and a number � � 0, the (c0; �){Modi�ed Minimization (Maximization)
Problem (MMin, MMax) of P is

min
x2X

8<
:
X
j2[n]

ecj(xj)
9=
; and max

x2X

8<
:
X
j2[n]

ecj(xj)
9=
; ; (2.2)

respectively, where ecj(x) := cjx + maxfc0jx � �; 0g + maxf�c0jx � �; 0g for minimization, ecj(x) := cjx �
maxfc0jx� �; 0g �maxf�c0jx� �; 0g for maximization problems.

At this point minimization and maximization are fully symmetric. At a later stage it will come in handy to
have them de�ned separately.

Theorem 3. Consider the optimization problem of P = (c;X) with X � ZZn and c 2 IRn. Suppose for some
� � 1 there is a �{approximation algorithm A1 for the (c0; �){MMin (MMax) of P and arbitrary c0 and �.
Further suppose, for given d 2 INn and � 2 [n] there is an algorithm A2 that computes upper bounds uj on
the absolute value of each variable xj in the optimal solution of the (d; � ){CRC of P .

Then there is a �{approximation algorithm A for the (d; � ){CRC of P with running time T(A) 2
O
�
T(A2) + maxjfujdjg �T(A1)

�
.

Note that for � = 1, i.e., if we have an exact algorithm for the modi�ed problem, we can solve the CRC
exactly.

Proof. We only consider minimization problems, since we can transform any maximization problem into a
minimization problem by taking the negative of the costs. We formulate the inner maximization problem
of (2.1) as an integer program (IP). This IP is totally unimodular, thus we can substitute it by its dual
LP-relaxation. Then the CRC reads as follows:8>>>><

>>>>:

min cTx+ �#+
P

j2[n](yj + zj)

s.t. yj + # � djxj 8 j 2 [n]
zj + # � �djxj 8 j 2 [n]

y; z; # � 0
x 2 X :

(2.3)

In an optimum, yj = maxfdjxj � #; 0g and zj = maxf�djxj � #; 0g, so (2.3) is equivalent to

min
x2X;#�0

8<
:cTx+ �#+

X
j2[n]

�
maxfdjxj � #; 0g+maxf�djxj � #; 0g

�9=; : (2.4)

For a �xed #, this is equivalent to the (dj ; #){MMin of P . By the conditions of the Theorem, we can compute
a �-approximate solution to this problem.

In an optimum we have jxj j � uj , so if # � maxj ujdj =: #, for all j both maxima vanish. Hence, if we
increase # beyond this number, the objective value increases. Therefore # is an upper bound for the optimal
value of #.

Also, the optimal # is integral: Denote by

C�(#) := �#+min
x2X

8<
:
X
j2[n]

cjxj +maxfdjxj � #; 0g+maxf�djxj � #; 0g

9=
; (2.5)

the optimal cost for a �xed #. Since x and d are integral, this function is linear in # within each interval
[k; k+1]; k 2 IN. In such an interval the local maximum is obtained for # = k or for # = k+1, and thus the
global maximum is obtained for some integral #.

We compute all corresponding �-approximate solutions and choose the best among them, resulting in the
claimed running time. ut



Remark. Our model of robustness limits to deviation in at most � cost coe�cients. The resulting inner
maximization problem, which we dualized in the previous proof, is totally unimodular. Therefore a standard
argument originating from [7] gives that this model is equivalent to protecting against any cost function
c+ �d with � in the set f� 2 IRn :

P
j2[n] j�j j � �g.

Unless maxj ujdj is polynomial in the input, in Theorem 3 one ends up with a pseudopolynomial algorithm
for the CRC, even if one has a polynomial algorithm for the modi�ed optimization problem. This can be
overcome if � = 1 and C� as de�ned in (2.5) is convex as a function of #, in which case the correct #� can
be found via a carefully constructed binary search (similar to the one in proof of Theorem 7 in [7]).

Theorem 4. Consider the minimization problem of P = (c;X) with X � INn and c 2 IRn
�0. Under the

conditions of Theorem 3, if � = 1 and C� is a convex function, then there is an exact algorithm A for the
(d; � ){CRC of P with running time T(A) 2 O

�
T(A2) + maxj log(ujdj) �T(A1)

�
.

For a detailed description of an application of this result we refer the reader to section 2.1.

When � > 1 or C� is not convex, we can still restrict the number of calls of the oracleA1 toO(maxj log(ujdj))
in exchange for a slightly weaker approximation guarantee. But for this result we have to consider minimiza-
tion and maximization separately and restrict to combinatorial problems with non-negative cost coe�cients
and variables. Note that in this case the second maximum in both the de�nition of MMin and MMax vanishes.

Theorem 5 (Minimization Problem). Consider the minimization problem of P = (c;X) with X � INn

and c 2 IRn
�0. Under the conditions of Theorem 3, for all " > 0 there is a (� + "){approximation algorithm

A for the (d; � ){CRC of P with running time T(A) 2 O
�
T(A2) +

1
"
�maxj log(ujdj) �T(A1)

�
.

Proof. We start as in the proof of Theorem 3. To attain the claimed running time, however, for any given
" > 0, we now solve (2.5) approximately for all # 2 f0g [ f(1 + ")k : k 2 IN; (1 + ")k�1 � #g, and return the
best of all these solutions. This yields a (�+ ")-approximation for the CRC:

Denote the optimal value of # by #�. In case #� 2 f0; 1g, our solution is within a factor of � of the
optimum, since these two values for # are checked. Otherwise, let k0 2 INr f0g be such that (1 + ")k0�1 <
#� � (1 + ")k0 =: #0: Since �; #

�; c, and x � 0, we get4

C�(#0)

C�(#�)
� max

8<
:�#0
�#�

;
minx2X

nP
j cjxj +maxfdjxj � #0; 0g

o
minx2X

nP
j cjxj +maxfdjxj � #�; 0g

o
9=
; � 1 + " :

Since we can compute �-approximations to C�(#), the best solution we �nd is a (�+")-approximation for the
CRC. Further, the oracle A1 is called O(log(1+")#) = O

�
1
"
�maxj log(ujdj)

�
times, resulting in the claimed

running time. ut

For maximization the perturbed cost in a worst scenario can be relatively close to zero, while all numbers
involved are rather large. This, roughly speaking, spoils an approximation result for maximization similar to
Theorem 5|unless we impose a further condition:

Theorem 6 (Maximization Problems). Consider the maximization problem of P = (c;X) with X � INn

and c 2 IRn
�0. Suppose the conditions of Theorem 3 hold, and suppose that the relative cost decrease in the

(d; � ){CRC of P is bounded from below by a positive constant �, i.e.:

9 � > 0 :
(cj � dj)

cj
� � 8 j 2 [n] :

Then there is a 2�{approximation algorithm A for the (d; � ){CRC of P with running time T(A) 2
O
�
T(A2) + maxj log(ujdj) �T(A1)

�
.

4 Using a+b
c+d

� max
�
a
c
; b
d

	
8 c; d > 0.



Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 5, we solve the MMax of P for # = (1 + ")k for some k 2 IN and a
particular " > 0. For the choice of ", consider an optimal solution (x�; #�) with value OPT. We get that

�#� � �#� +
X
j2[n]

maxfdjx
�
j � #�; 0g = cTx� �OPT| {z }

(1)

(�)

� dTx� � (1� �)cTx� ; (2.6)

where (�) holds because (1) is the cost we loose due to the decrease of some of the coe�cients, and this cost
is bounded by dTx�.

We now set " := �=2(1��) (w.l.o.g. � > 1). Then

OPT � (c� d)Tx� � �cTx� = 2"(1� �)cTx�
(2:6)

� 2"�#� : (2.7)

With this, we can bound the error that arises from approximating #:

Denote by C�(#) := ��# + maxx2X

nP
j2[n] cjxj �maxfdjxj � #; 0g

o
the optimal cost for a �xed #.

With #0 as in the proof of Theorem 5 we then get

OPT

C�(#0)
�

OPT

��#0 +maxx2X

nP
j2[n]

�
cjxj �maxfdjxj � #�; 0g

�o (since #0 � #�)

=
OPT

��#0 +OPT+ �#�
(since #� optimal)

�
OPT� "�#� + "�#�

�� (1 + ")#� +OPT+ �#�
(since #0 � (1 + ")#�)

= 1 +
"�#�

OPT� "�#�

(2:7)

� 2 :

Since we are able to approximate the optimal solution to the MMax of P within a factor of �, the
considerations above prove that our algorithm yields a 2�-approximation.

The number of calls of A1 is the same as in the proof of Theorem 5. Since " is constant, we get the
claimed overall running time. ut

2.1 Problems with Totally Unimodular Description

The concept of totally unimodular matrices is arguably the most successful concept for solving a large class
of integer programs. In general, robust counterparts need not inherit total unimodularity. We show that
in general the CRC of P can be solved exactly for those problems where the solution space of P can be
described by a totally unimodular matrix of size polynomial in the size of the input of P .

This generalizes results on speci�c totally unimodular problems. In particular, it broadly generalizes the
results on Robust Network Flows in [7], since the Min Cost Flow Problem is totally unimodular.

In this section we do not require non-negativity of the cost vector, so the minimization results we show
can be used for maximization problems as well. The structure of the problems considered here is as follows:

De�nition 7. A minimization problem P = (c;X) is said to have a bounded TUM description (A; b; u) if
the set of feasible solutions X � INn is described by a totally unimodular matrix A 2 IRm�n, an integral
right-hand-side b, and an integral vector of upper bounds u, i.e.

conv(X) = fx 2 IRn : Ax � b; x � ug; A TUM; b; u 2 ZZn:

Remark. The non-negativity condition can be lifted. Still this yields much less readable results that rest on
similar arguments.

For totally unimodular problems we �rst show that we can always solve MMin:

Lemma 8. If the minimization problem P = (c;X) is given by a bounded TUM description (A; b; u), then
the Modi�ed Minimization Problem can be solved in polynomial time.



Proof. Let ec be an arbitrary vector of piecewise linear cost functions as de�ned in De�nition 2. Note that
since x � 0, the second maximum in the cost functions vanishes and they have a single bend at �=c0j.

We split up each variable into three new variables with slightly di�erent cost coe�cients. Their upper
bounds are chosen such that their sum corresponds to the original variable. Set xj := d�=c0je. Bounds and
costs are set as follows:

Variable Upper Bound Cost Coe�cient

x
(1)
j xj � 1 c

(1)
j := cj

x
(2)
j 1 c

(2)
j := cj + c0jxj � �

x
(3)
j uj � xj c

(3)
j := cj + c0j

Let 1l denote the vector of ones of compatible size. The resulting problem then reads:8>>>>><
>>>>>:

min
P

j2[n] c
(1)
j x

(1)
j + c

(2)
j x

(2)
j + c

(3)
j x

(3)
j

s.t. x(1) + x(2) + x(3) 2 X
x(1) � x� 1l
x(2) � 1l
x(3) � u� x :

(2.8)

Since c
(1)
j � c

(2)
j � c

(3)
j , it is equivalent to the Modi�ed Minimization Problem (2.2).

On the other hand we have

x(1) + x(2) + x(3) 2 conv(X)
x(1) � x� 1l
x(2) � 1l
x(3) � u� x

9>>=
>>; ()

2
664
A A A
I 0 0
0 I 0
0 0 I

3
775

| {z }
=:A0

2
4x(1)x(2)

x(3)

3
5

| {z }
=:x0

�

2
664

b
x� 1l
1l

u� x

3
775

| {z }
=:b0

where I is the n-dimensional identity matrix.
The matrix A0 is again totally unimodular, and the right-hand-side b0 is obviously integral. Therefore the

optimum of 8>>>>><
>>>>>:

min
P

j2[n] c
(1)
j x

(1)
j + c

(2)
j x

(2)
j + c

(3)
j x

(3)
j

s.t. x(1) + x(2) + x(3) 2 conv(X)
x(1) � x� 1l
x(2) � 1l
x(3) � u� x

(2.9)

is integral and thus an optimal solution of (2.8). Also, it can be computed in polynomial time. ut

Further, in this setting C� is convex:

Lemma 9. Let C�(#) be de�ned as in (2.5). Then for a minimization problem P = (c;X) with a bounded
TUM description (A; b; u), C� is convex for any c 2 IRn; d 2 INn; � 2 [n].

Proof. Consider problem (2.3), where because x � 0 the variables zj and corresponding constraints are
removed, and let (x(1); y(1)) and (x(2); y(2)) be optimal solutions to this problem for # = #1 and # = #2,
respectively. Then for arbitrary � 2 [0; 1], (�x(1) + (1 � �)x(2); �y(1) + (1 � �)y(2)) is a feasible solution for
# = �#1 + (1� �)#2, if in the last constraint of (2.3) we replace X by conv(X).

The proof of Lemma 8 tells us that the optimal solution of this problem is always integral. Hence we get

C�(�#1 + (1� �)#2)

� cT(�x(1) + (1� �)x(2)) + � (�#1 + (1� �)#2) + 1lT(�y(1) + (1� �)y(2))

= �C�(#1) + (1� �)C�(#2) :

This proves that C� is indeed convex. ut



We can now apply Theorem 4 and get that we can solve the CRC of any problem with a bounded totally
unimodular description in polynomial time:

Theorem 10. If the minimization problem P = (c;X) is given by a bounded TUM description (A; b; u),
then for any c 2 IRn; d 2 INn and � 2 [n], there is an exact algorithm for the (d; � ){CRC of P that runs in
polynomial time.

2.2 Integer Programs with Two Variables per Inequality

We now apply our main results to a second, large, and intensely studied class of integer programs, namely
integer programs with two variables per inequality (IP2).

De�nition 11 (Integer Programs with Two Variables per Inequality). A bounded integer program
with two variables per inequality (bounded IP2) is a system of the form

min fcTx : aTi x � bi for i = 1; : : : ;m; ` � x � u; x integerg ;

where b 2 ZZm, `; u 2 ZZn, c 2 Qn and each vector ai 2 ZZn has two non-zero components.

A bounded IP2 is called monotone if the non-zero coe�cients of ai have opposite signs.

The conditions required in Section 2 allow to intensely use the existing techniques for non-robust IP2, in
particular [12], [13] and [3]. We obtain a pseudopolynomial time 2{approximation for the CRC of bounded
IP2s and an exact pseudopolynomial time algorithm for the CRC of bounded, monotone IP2s.

Theorem 12. The cost robust counterpart of a bounded monotone IP2 can be solved in pseudopolynomial
time.

Remark. In the appendix, we prove Theorem 12 by extending (to handle piecewise linear functions) the
pseudopolynomial time algorithm of Hochbaum and Naor [13] for bounded monotone IP2. In [3], Bar-Yehuda
and Rawitz give an exact pseudopolynomial algorithm for monotone cost functions but non-negative lower
bounds.

Theorem 13. There is a pseudopolynomial time 2-approximation algorithm for the cost robust counterpart
of a bounded IP2 with non-negative coe�cients in the objective function and non-negative lower bounds.

Remark. In the appendix, we prove 13 by extending (to handle piecewise linear functions) the pseudopoly-
nomial 2-approximation algorithm of Hochbaum et al. [12]. This result is also shown in [3].

3 Uncertainty in Constraints

We now turn to the case where the coe�cients of a single linear constraint (or those of a constant number of
them) are uncertain. All results presented here hold both for minimization and maximization, so we restrict
to one of the two. The formal de�nition of the considered class of problems is as follows:

De�nition 14 (Constraint Robust Maximization Problem). Consider the problem maxx2Xfc
Txg,

given by P = (c;X) where c 2 IRn and X = fx 2 X 0 : aTx � rg for some X 0 � ZZn; a 2 IRn; r 2 IR.
For a non-negative integer vector b 2 INn together with � 2 [n], the (b; � ){Constraint Robust Counterpart
(ConsRC) of P is de�ned by

max cTx s.t. x 2 X 0; aTx+ max
S�[n]
jSj��

X
j2S

jbjxj j � r: (3.1)

As in the cost robust setting, the left hand side of the constraint with uncertain coe�cients can be
transformed into a sum of piecewise linear convex function with two bends:



Lemma 15. The (b; � ){Constraint Robust Counterpart of the maximization problem P = (c;X) as de�ned
in De�nition 14 is equivalent to

max
��0

max
x2X(�)

cTx (3.2)

with X(�) :=

8<
:x 2 X 0 : �� +

X
j2[n]

ajxj +maxfbjxj � �; 0g+maxf�bjxj � �; 0g � r

9=
; :

Proof. With the same transformations as in the cost robust setting, we get that (3.1) is equivalent to

max cTx

s.t. x 2 X 0; aTx+min
��0

8<
:�� +

X
j2[n]

ajxj +maxfbjxj � �; 0g+maxf�bjxj � �; 0g

9=
; � r:

Thus, for all feasible solutions x of (3.1) there exists some �(x) � 0 such that x 2 X(�(x)). Consequently, as
claimed (3.1) is equivalent to max��0maxx2X(�) c

Tx. ut

For the non-binary case, the optimal value �� can be found by enumeration, since it is integral and bounded
by the maximum deviation in the constraint coe�cients.

Corollary 16. Consider the (b; � ){ConsRC of the maximization problem P = (c;X) as de�ned in De�nition
14. Suppose there is an algorithm A1 computing a �-approximation for maxx2X(�) c

Tx for any � � 0, and
an algorithm A2 that computes upper bounds uj on the absolute value of each variable xj in the optimal
solution of (3.1). Then there is a �-approximation algorithm A for the (b; � ){ConsRC of P with running
time T(A) = O

�
T(A2) + maxjfujbjg �T(A1)

�
.

If all variables are binary, i.e. X 0 � f0; 1gn, there are only n + 1 possible values for ��, and for a �xed
� the constraint of problem (3.2) becomes linear again. Hence, to solve the (b; � ){ConsRC of P = (c;X), it
su�ces to solve n+ 1 problems of the type of P for slightly di�erent coe�cients in the linear constraint:

Theorem 17. If X 0 � f0; 1gn, the (b; � ){ConsRC of the maximization problem P = (c;X) as de�ned in
De�nition 14 is equivalent to

max
`=1;:::;n+1

0
@max cTx s.t. x 2 X 0; � b` + aTx+

`�1X
j=1

(bj � b`)xj � r

1
A ;

whereby w.l.o.g. we assume bn � bn�1 � : : : � b1 and de�ne bn+1 := 0.

Remark. This result is an exact sibling of the result on cost robust binary problems in [7], but with uncer-
tainty in a constraint instead of the costs.

Proof. The optimal value �� lies in [0; b1]. We split up this interval at b`; ` = n : : : ; 2; and maximize over
each subinterval, i.e. we reformulate (3.2) to get

max
`=1;:::;n

�
max

�2[b`+1;b`]

�
max
x2X(�)

cTx

��
: (3.3)

For x 2 f0; 1gn we have maxfbjxj � �; 0g = maxfbj � �; 0gxj , and thus for � 2 [b`+1; b`]

X(�) =

8<
:x 2 X 0 : �� +

X
j2[n]

ajxj +maxfbj � �; 0gxj � r

9=
;

=

8<
:x 2 X 0 : �� + aTx+

X̀
j=1

(bj � �)xj � r

9=
; : (3.4)



For any �xed x, the left hand side of the constraint in (3.4) is a linear function in � that has to be no greater
than r somewhere in [b`+1; b`] for x to be feasible. Thus, if the constraint is satis�ed for any � in this interval,
because of linearity it will be satis�ed for at least one of the values � = b`+1 or � = b`. As a consequence,

max
�2[b`+1;b`]

�
max
x2X(�)

cTx

�
= max

�=b`+1;b`

�
max
x2X(�)

cTx

�
: (3.5)

Combining (3.3){(3.5) this yields the claimed result. ut

Remark. A direct corollary from Theorem 17 is the existence of an FPTAS for the weight robust counterpart
of the binary Knapsack Problem, generalizing a result from [17].

All the results from this section hold as well if there is a constant number k of constraints with uncertain
coe�cients. The problem maxx2X(�) would then have to be solved (maxjfujbjg)

k times in the setting of

Corollary 16 and (n+ 1)k times in the binary case.

3.1 Robust Unbounded Knapsack Problems

To demonstrate how versatile our main results are for combinatorial problems, we apply them to the Un-
bounded Knapsack Problem, the non-binary extension of the classical Knapsack Problem (KP). For this
problem we will be able to handle counterparts that feature both, cost robustness and robustness in the
constraint.

To distinguish between the standard version of the Unbounded Knapsack and a technically relevant
modi�cation used further below, we speak of the Linear and the Concave Unbounded Knapsack Problem.

De�nition 18 (Linear Unbounded Knapsack Problem). An instance of the Linear Unbounded Knap-
sack Problem (UKP) is given by a knapsack capacity W � 0 and n types of items with weights wj 2 IN and
costs cj 2 IR�0, j 2 [n]. The task is to �nd a vector x 2 INn with

P
j wjxj �W maximizing the cost

P
j cjxj.

The linear UKP and its later de�ned extensions, in particular its robust counterparts, are NP -hard, by
the weak NP -hardness of the binary KP. Intuitively, UKP seems to be more complex than the binary KP,
since the input is more compact. Still, as for KP, there is both a pseudopolynomial Dynamic Program (DP)
and an FPTAS [18,14].

We now consider the robust versions of the Unbounded Knapsack Problem.

Cost Robust UKP. While the result for binary cost robust programs [7] can be applied to the standard
Knapsack Problem, the CRC of the UKP surpasses the reach of [7]. One may argue that the UKP can
be formulated as a binary integer program spending a variable for each potentially useful copy of an item.
But, apart from the enormous blow up in size, the robust counterpart of such an IP, where at most a �xed
number of cost coe�cients may vary, is completely di�erent to that of the UKP|and apparently does not
make much sense.

To tackle the Cost Robust Unbounded Knapsack Problem (CRUKP) with our results from Section 2, we
consider the following problem:

De�nition 19 (Concave Unbounded Knapsack Problem). An instance of the Concave Unbounded
Knapsack Problem (ConcUKP) is given by a knapsack capacity W , weights wj 2 IN; j 2 [n], and monotoni-
cally increasing, concave cost functions cj : IR�0 ! IR�0, j 2 [n], given by an oracle.

The task is to �nd a vector x 2 INn with
P

j wjxj �W maximizing the cost
P

j cj(xj).

This problem has been considered in literature before, as it has a lot of applications. Hochbaum presented
an FPTAS for it in [11]. We sketch an alternative FPTAS based on a dynamic program (DP). The detailed
proofs are moved to the appendix.

To construct the FPTAS, we consider the following DP for ConcUKP: Iteratively compute state spaces
Sj ; j = 1; : : : ; n. A state [Y;C] 2 Sj represents a partial solution with weight Y and cost C using only items
from the subset f1; : : : ; jg. Sj is created by adding any feasible number of items of type j to each state in



Sj�1, starting with S0 := f[0; 0]g. Through elimination of dominated states we can ensure jSj j � W + 1 at
all times, thus bounding the number of calls to the cost oracle by O(n2W ).

This DP can be transformed into an FPTAS by a general scheme due to Woeginger [22]. To get polynomial
running time, however, it has to be slightly modi�ed: Instead of considering every possible number of items of
each type to be added to the knapsack, we only consider powers of 1+ ". The concavity of the cost functions
ensures that the loss arising through this is bounded by a factor of 1 + ", preserving the approximation
guarantee of the FPTAS.

Now observe that the cost functions of the Modi�ed Maximization Problem for UKP are feasible cost
functions for ConcUKP. Also, bW=wjc is an upper bound on xj with a polynomial encoding length. Therefore,
we can apply Theorem 6 to get the following result:

Theorem 20. For all " > 0, there is a (2 + "){approximation algorithm for CRUKP, if the relative cost
decrease is bounded from below by a constant.

Weight Robust UKP. Next we turn to the Unbounded Knapsack Problem where weights instead of costs
are uncertain. At most � types of items can increase their weight, and we are looking for a solution that is
feasible in all scenarios, maximizing the cost. In terms of section 3, we have uncertainty in the only constraint.
Let �wj denote the possible increase in weight of items of type j. We consider the (�w;� )-ConsRC of UKP,
also called the Weight Robust Unbounded Knapsack Problem (WRUKP).

From Corollary 16 we learn that we have to solve maxx2X(�) c
Tx in order to get a pseudopolynomial

algorithm for WRUKP. The FPTAS from [11] could be used for this, but we will focus on computing an
exact algorithm in pseudopolynomial time here. This can be done by the DP presented above for ConcUKP,
slightly modi�ed to work with piecewise linear weight functions with a single bend. With uj =

W
wj
, we get

an algorithm for WRUKP with running time O
�
max

�wj

wj
� n2W 2

�
.

General Robust UKP. Finally, we consider a version of UKP where both weights and costs are uncertain,
called the General Robust Unbounded Knapsack Problem (RUKP). At most �w types of items can increase
their weight, and at most �c cost coe�cients decrease. The goal is to �nd a solution x that is feasible in all
scenarios and maximizes the worst-case cost:

max
x

8><
>:
X
j2[n]

cjxj � max
Sc�[n]
jScj��c

8<
:
X
j2Sc

djxj

9=
;
9>=
>; s.t.

X
j2[n]

wjxj + max
Sw�[n]
jSwj��w

8<
:
X
j2Sw

�wjxj

9=
; �W :

This is the (�w;�w){ConsRC of CRUKP. We adapt the DP for ConcUKP such that it works for piecewise
linear weight functions. By Theorem 3 we get an exact algorithm A1 for CRUKP on the modi�ed solution

space X(�) with a running time of T(A1) = O
�
maxj

dj
wj
� n2W 2

�
. Thus we can solve RUKP exactly in a

running time of O
�
maxj

�wj

wj
�maxj

dj
wj
� n2W 3

�
.

Alternatively, if the relative cost decrease is bounded from below by a constant, we can use the (2 + "){
approximation algorithm A0

1 for CRUKP with polynomial running time to get a (2 + "){approximation for

RUKP in time O
�
maxj

�wj

wj
�W �T(A0

1)
�
.
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Appendix





An Algorithm for Bounded Monotone IP2

Theorem 12 (revisited). The cost robust counterpart of a bounded monotone IP2 can be solved in pseu-
dopolynomial time.

Proof. In what follows, we require the following graph concept. A closed set of a digraph is a subset of nodes
with no outgoing arcs to its complement. The minimum weight closure for a digraph is the problem of �nding
a closed set with minimum weight. It was shown to be polynomial-time solvable by Picard [20].

Using Theorem 3, it is enough to solve the modi�ed problem

QM = min

8<
:
X
j

ecj(xj) : aTi x � bi for i = 1; : : : ;m; ` � x � u; x integer

9=
;

associated to a bounded monotone IP2 system

Q = min fcTx : aTi x � bi for i = 1; : : : ;m; ` � x � u; x integerg

in pseudopolynomial time. Recall that ecj(xj) = cjxj +maxfdjxj � #; 0g+maxf�djxj � #; 0g.
Hochbaum and Naor [13] proposed a pseudopolynomial time algorithm for a bounded monotone IP2

that reduces the problem to the minimum weight closure of a digraph with pseudopolynomially many nodes.
They established a bijection between the feasible solutions of Q and the non-empty closed sets of a certain
digraph G which we will also use: The variables `j � xj � uj are represented in G by disjoint directed paths
Pj having uj � `j +1 nodes identi�ed with the numbers from uj to `j in consecutive decreasing order. Each
inequality airxr � aisxs � bi of Q (where air � ais > 0) is represented in G by a collection of arcs from Ps to
Pr: the node p of path Ps is connected to the node d(aisp + bi)=aire of path Pr, for every p such that the
latter node exists. Finally, there is a special vertex v which is connected, bidirectionally, to the last node
`j of every path Pj . This ensures that any closed set S 6= ; contains v, forcing Pj \ S to be a collection of
nodes with consecutive labels from pj to `j , for some `j � pj � uj . In the bijection, this is interpreted as
the assignment xj = pj for variable xj .

We use this bijection to solve QM (see Algorithm 1). We need to set weights for the nodes of G so that
if Sx is the closed set associated to the feasible solution x for QM , then the total weight of Pj \ Sx is equal
to ecj(xj). We achieve this with the following weights wj(p) for the nodes p 2 Pj : Set wj(lj) = cj`j and
wj(p) = ecj(p)� ecj(p� 1) for `j + 1 � p � uj . Finally, we �nd, using Picard's algorithm [20], the minimum
weight closure of G with weights fwj(�)gj and a suitable weight for v that makes the minimum closure
non-empty. ut

A 2{Approximation Algorithm for Bounded IP2

Theorem 13 (revisited). There is a pseudopolynomial time 2-approximation algorithm for the cost robust
counterpart of a bounded IP2 with non-negative coe�cients in the objective function and non-negative lower
bounds.

Proof. We closely follow the results in [12]. Consider the modi�ed minimization problem SM = minf
Pecj(xj) : aTi x �

bi; ` � x � u; x integerg of a bounded IP2 instance with non-negative coe�cients in the objective function
and non-negative lower bounds. In this case, we just need to consider ecj(xj) = cjxj + maxfdjxj � #; 0g,
where cj and dj are non-negative numbers. We associate two variables x+j and x�j to each variable xj in SM
and then de�ne the following monotone system S 0M :

min
1

2

nX
j=1

�ecj(x+j ) + ecj(�x�j )�
aivx

+
v � aiwx

�
w � bi and �aivx

�
v + aiwx

+
w � bi; 8aiv � aiw > 0

aivx
+
v + aiwx

+
w � bi and �aivx

�
v � aiwx

�
w � bi; 8aiv � aiw < 0

` � x+ � u �u � x� � �`

x+; x� 2 ZZn



Algorithm 1: Algorithm for bounded monotone IP2

V = f(j; p) : j 2 f1; : : : ; ng and `j � p � ujg [ fvg1

Evar = f((j; p); (j; p� 1)) : j 2 f1; : : : ; ng and `j + 1 � p � ujg2

Ev = f((j; `j); v) : j 2 f1; : : : ; ngg [ f(v; (j; `j)) : j 2 f1; : : : ; ngg3

forall airxr � aisxs � bi of Q where air; ais > 0 do4

Eineq
i = f((s; p); (r; d(aisp+ bi)=aire)) : `s � p � usg \ V � V5

endfor6

E = Evar [ Ev [
S
i
Eineq
i7

for j := 1 to n do8

w ((j; `j)) = cj`j9

w((j; p)) = ecj(p)� ecj(p� 1) for `j + 1 � p � uj10

endfor11

w(v) = �n �maxjfjcj jg �maxjfj`j j+ juj jg12

Find minimum weight closure S of G = (V;E) using w as weight function13

for j := 1 to n do14

xj = maxfp : (j; p) 2 V \ Sg15

endfor16

return x17

Note that if x is feasible for SM , then x+ = x, x� = �x is feasible for S 0M . Moreover, their respective costs
coincide and therefore OPT (S 0M ) � OPT (SM ). We can compute an optimal solution (~x+; ~x�) for S 0M using
the algorithm in Theorem 12 and we can also compute an arbitrary feasible solution z for SM , using the
strongly polynomial time algorithm from [19,9]. Finally, we construct the 2-approximate solution bx for SM
using z and ~x as follows:

{ If zj lies in the interval between ~x+j and �~x�j , we set bxj = zj .

{ If zj is less than both ~x+j and �~x�j , we set bxj = minf~x+j ;�~x
�
j g.

{ If zj is greater than both ~x+j and �~x�j , we set bxj = maxf~x+j ;�~x
�
j g.

In [12], they prove that this solution is feasible for SM . In order to prove the approximation guarantee,
we need a introduce a new argument. Note that, since the objective function coe�cients and the lower
bounds are non-negative, then ecj(bxj) � ecj(~x+j ) + ecj(�~x�j ). Therefore the value of bx in SM is at most
2OPT (S0M ) � 2OPT (SM ). It is easy to check the proposed algorithm runs in pseudopolynomial time. ut

An FPTAS for ConcUKP

The details of the DP sketched in Section 3.1 are listed in Algorithm 2. By elimination of dominated states
the size of each Sj can be reduced to at most W + 1. Every time a new state is created, we have to call the
oracle for the cost function, thus the number of these calls is in O(nW 2).

As outlined above, the DP can be transformed into an FPTAS with the result from [22].

Lemma 21. There is an FPTAS for ConcUKP.

Proof. In Algorithm 2, out of each state we create up to uj + 1 new states, which is not polynomial in
the input size as demanded in [22], Condition C.4(ii). Therefore, we modify the DP as follows: For a given
accuracy " > 0, instead of all possible numbers of items, only consider powers of 1+ " in line 6 of Algorithm
2.5

To see that the solution of the modi�ed DP is within a factor of 1+" of the optimum, consider an optimal
solution x� and the corresponding DP solution x:

(1 + ")kj � x�j < (1 + ")kj+1 ) xj = (1 + ")kj :

5 To get an integral solution, the powers (1 + ")k could be rounded up, preserving the approximation guarantee. To
simplify things, however, we consider the unrounded values.



Algorithm 2: DP for ConcUKP

uj := bW=wjc 8 j 2 [n]1

S0 := f[0; 0]g2

for j := 1 to n do3

Sj := ?4

forall [Y;C] 2 Sj�1 do5

for i := 0 to uj do6

if Y + i � wj > W then7

break8

endif9

Sj := Sj [ f[Y + i � wj ; C + cj(i)]g10

endfor11

endfor12

endfor13

return maxfC : [Y;C] 2 Sng14

Since cj is non-decreasing (i), concave (ii) and non-negative (iii), for all j 2 [n] we get

cj(xj)
(i)

� cj

�
1

1 + "
x�j

�
(ii)

�
1

1 + "
c(x�j ) +

�
1�

1

1 + "

�
c(0)

(iii)

�
1

1 + "
c(x�j ) : (3.6)

Denote the best value found by the modi�ed DP by CDP and the optimal cost by OPT. Then it follows that

CDP �
X
j2[n]

cj(xj)
(3.6)

�
1

1 + "
�
X
j2[n]

cj(x
�
j ) =

1

1 + "
�OPT :

Therefore, the best solution found by the DP is indeed a (1 + ")-approximation.
Now we show that the modi�ed DP satis�es the conditions from [22]. Let k := maxfk 2 IN r f0g :

(1 + ")k � maxj(uj)g. We have a family of mappings F = f eF ; F0; F1; : : : ; Fkg creating new states out of a

state [Y;C] and an input vector [wj ; cj ], as well as a family H = f eH;H0; H1; : : : ;Hkg with mappings checking
the feasibility of the new states. They are de�ned as follows:

eF (wj ; cj ; Y; C) := [Y;C]eH(wj ; cj ; Y; C) := 0

Fk(wj ; cj ; Y; C) := [Y + (1 + ")kwj ; C + cj((1 + ")k)]

Hk(wj ; cj ; Y; C) := Y + (1 + ")kwj �W :

We set the degree-vector D := [1; 1], and two relations on the states as follows:

S �dom S0 , S = S0 ; [Y;C] �qua [Y
0; C 0] , Y � Y 0 :

Conditions C.1 through C.3 from [22] can then be veri�ed. With the modi�cation from above, jFj is
linear in the input:

jFj = k + 2 � log(1+")(max
j2[n]

uj) + 2 :

Thus the DP also satis�es C.4 and can therefore be turned into an FPTAS. Since the modi�ed DP is itself
a (1 + ")-approximation, we get an FPTAS for ConcUKP. ut
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